Adopting SHU-HA-RI Training Methodology with Scrum Framework in DevOps Space

Abstract

If given a choice to choose between two engineers—one trained, the other not—which one would we choose? What if there was no “up-front” cost for the untrained engineer? We still wouldn’t do it? Many amongst us do not recognize the importance of Training. Most customers wouldn’t hire unqualified employees. Sometimes employees become underqualified due to their failure to adapt to rapidly emerging technologies or failing to upgrade their skills. When it comes to DevOps - a portmanteau of Development and Operations [1] is a set of practices focused on using latest generation tools to automate the configuration process for system resources and application components training is mandatory as today, enormous amount of tools are present in DevOps space [2]. The longer an organization has implemented — and continues to improve upon — DevOps practices, the better it performs [3].
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